Arya College of Engineering and Information Technology, Jaipur, Rajasthan

SAENIS India Student Convention

Introduction:
The SAE-NIS convention was successfully organized in Arya College of Engineering and I.T., Jaipur on 16th Feb 2018 with more than 700 participating engineering students from 8 different institutions of Jaipur (Raj.).

Event Brief:
After Lamp Lighting and Welcome Address by Dr Arun Kumar, Director ACEIT, Mr Rakesh Sood, MD Trim India and Vice Chairman Student Activities SAENIS and Guest of Honour at the Convention and Anup Kacker ED SAENIS brought out the gap between the industries and academia that was so much important for all the students as well as the Employability Skills Students need to develop for successful career. Mr Rakesh Sood also briefed about SAEINDIA Foundation and upcoming Major Events like FISITA World Congress, First Summer School on Automotive Technologies for Industry and Faculty.

The Chief Guest outlined the Skills required for becoming a successful Entrepreneur and Motivated the Students to have a questioning Mind

3 Invited Lectures were then presented from senior Industry Professionals

1. Dr. Prashant Kumar (I.O.C.L) on ‘Air Quality Studies, Fundamental of Vehicle Testing and Alternate Fuels for Transport Sector’
2. Mr. Kamal Sharma (Subros) on ‘Transport Refrigeration System’
3. Mr. Sanjay Kumar Gupta (Manager, Production Planning & Program Management, MSIL) on topic ‘New Product Development in Automobile Industry’

Besides the above, four technical events were also organized:

1. Project Expo (Total Participation – 20 Teams)
2. Paper Presentation (Total Participation – 12 )
3. Sketching (Total Participation – 110)
4. Automotive Quiz (Total Participation – 100 Teams with 2 members in each team)

These were evaluated by Industry Members and Cash Awards presented at the valedictory Function.
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